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Abstract
From 15th century to 17th century, through merchandise trade and culture exchanges,
a communication area has been formed between the main port cities in the seas of East
Asia, the majority were Chinese and Japanese cities. From the beginning of 15th
century to the middle of 16th century, city exchanges were dominated by Kan-He trade.
By feat of the activities of Japanese’s merchant fleet and Ryukyu’s trade, Sakai as the
port of departure, Ningpo as the port of arrival, the two cities were presented a picture
of prosperity and became to metropolis. With the end of Kan-He trade and the activities
of Japanese pirates, the private business transaction in East Asia were flourishing. In
the meantime, the orientation of Ningpo's city function translated into military defence.
Until the end of the 17th century, Guangzhou and Nagasaki boomed rapidly by Chinese,
Japanese and Portuguese’s construction. This article analysis the main impetus as well
as the law of cities’ rise and development, In order to explore the role and value of East
Asia seas’ urban network in international communication. The above-mentioned cities’
rise and development were in close contact by the exchange of politics, trade and
culture.
The text includes five parts. The first part makes a whole description of the
international situation of East Asian in the 15th century, analysis the forming settings
and the significance of China-Japan Kan-He trade, research the forming process of
urban network, as well as the roles of Ryukyu and Japanese pirates. The second part
research Ningpo and Sakai from three aspects: urban construction, urban economy and
urban culture in the age of Kan-He trade. At the same time, the characteristics of the
two cities are compared, to analysis the city orientation of Ningpo and Sakai and
research the change of urban network. The fourth part research the new urban network
between Guangzhou and Nagasaki, and makes comparative analysis between the two
cities. The fifth part is the conclusion basing on the previous text, search the central
point of the urban network and analysis the communication and influence between
these cities, sum up the urban network’s characteristic and significance.
Use trade as the linkage, the urban network not only has important influence on the
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economic and cultural development of China and Japan, but also tied East Asia and
Southeast Asia’s port cities together. The linkage of the cities’ appearance and change
process from prosperity to recession showed that the embryo of urban system came
into being in East Asia sea area at that time. In the 15th century, as the Western
European countries intervened in East Asia seas, based on the cities, the international
trade network and cultural communication channel were formed. After the 17th century,
a larger urban network was set up between Asia, Europe, America and Africa, which
have more profound significance and far-reaching influence.
Keyword: the 15th-17th century, China, Japan, Trade, urban network
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